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I. INTRODUCTION

Title IX is a federal civil rights law, and applies to all departments (academics and athletics) in all educational institutions that receive federal funds.1 Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972 states: “[n]o person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.”2 Although the statute does not explicitly cover sexual harassment or sexual violence within the definition of “sex discrimination,” Title IX, by virtue of Supreme Court decisions and Regulations of the US Department of Education, does in fact cover sexual harassment conduct, as well as gender discrimination, sex violence, retaliation, and hostile environments.3

Title IX requires that once a college or university knows of, or reasonably should know of, possible sexual harassment of students, it must take “immediate and appropriate steps to investigate or otherwise determine what occurred and take prompt and effective steps reasonably calculated to end any harassment,
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eliminate a hostile environment if one has been created, and prevent harassment from occurring again” regardless of whether the student who has been harassed complains of the harassment or asks the college to act.4 A university or college has notice of the alleged harassment “if a responsible employee ‘knew, or in the exercise of reasonable care should have known,’ about the harassment.”5 A responsible employee includes “any employee who has the authority to take action to redress the harassment, who has the duty to report to appropriate school officials sexual harassment or any other misconduct by students or employees, or an individual who a student could reasonably believe has this authority or responsibility.”6

“A responsible employee must report incidents of sexual violence” and/or sexual harassment “to the Title IX coordinator” or another appropriate university or college designee.7

II. RESPONSIBLE EMPLOYEE

Under Title IX, it is likely that coaches would have a duty to promptly report incidents of sexual violence to the appropriate university or college designee due to their classification as a responsible employee. This duty would likely supersede a coach’s contract regarding reporting obligations. Below is a cursory examination of various universities and colleges who have explicitly classified coaches as responsible employees, or where one can infer that a coach is likely to be deemed a responsible employee due to their position not falling under a confidential resource/reporter category.

1. Baylor University

At Baylor, pursuant to their Sexual and Gender-Based Harassment and Interpersonal Violence Policy, every employee is designated as either a confidential resource or a responsible employee.8 A confidential resource is any employee who is a licensed medical, clinical, or mental-health professional when acting in that professional capacity.9 A confidential resource also includes the Baylor University Chaplain when acting within a ministerial or pastoral role.
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in the provision of services to students. Confidential resources do not have a duty to disclose information without consent from the individual.

If an employee does not fall within the category of “confidential resource,” then they are automatically deemed a responsible employee. Responsible employees are required to report immediately any information they know about suspected prohibited conduct or potential violations of the policy. Therefore, one can infer that because coaches and coaching staff are not likely to fall under the category of “confidential resources,” then they must be classified as responsible employees. Because they are likely to be responsible employees, the coaches and staff should have a duty to report sexual misconduct regardless of what their coaching contract states.

2. Ohio State University

Similar to Baylor’s sexual harassment policy, Ohio State’s Sexual Misconduct policy requires the duty to report as follows:

A. The university is committed to stopping sexual misconduct, preventing its recurrence, eliminating any hostile environment, and remedying its discriminatory effects. All university employees have reporting responsibilities to ensure the university can take appropriate action.

B. Employees with a duty to report should refer to the chart in Policy Details V (Reporting Allegations of Sexual Misconduct).

C. All university employees, except those exempted by legal privilege of confidentiality or expressly identified as a confidential reporter, have an obligation to report incidents of sexual assault. Any employee who receives a disclosure of a sexual assault or becomes aware of information that would lead a reasonable person to believe that a sexual assault may have occurred involving anyone covered under this policy, must report all known information immediately.

D. In addition to the requirement of reporting incidents of sexual assault, the following members of the university community have an additional obligation to report all other incidents of sexual misconduct, when they receive a disclosure...
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of sexual misconduct or become aware of information that would lead a reasonable person to believe that sexual misconduct may have occurred involving anyone covered under this policy. These individuals must report the incident within five workdays of becoming aware of such information:

1. Any human resource professional (HRP);
2. Anyone who supervises faculty, staff, students, or volunteers;
3. Chair/director; and
4. Faculty member.  

All employees of Ohio State are obligated to report incidents of sexual assault and other incidents of sexual misconduct. However, “all employees” is limited to those who have not been exempted by legal privilege of confidentiality or expressly identified as a confidential reporter. Ohio State does add an additional obligation of reporting all other incidents of sexual misconduct if the employee is “any human resource professional,” “anyone who supervises faculty, staff, students, or volunteers,” “chair/director,” and “faculty member.” Thus, the coaches at Ohio State seem to be classified as a responsible employee for purposes of reporting incidents of sexual misconduct.

3. Marquette University

As compared to Baylor and Ohio State, where one can infer that coaches would be a responsible employee, Marquette explicitly states that athletic coaches and staff and club sports coaches and assistant coaches are classified as responsible employees. In fact, Marquette considers all university employees as responsible employees who have a duty to report actual or suspected harassment, discrimination, or sexual misconduct to appropriate officials. The only university employees who are not considered responsible employees are the Counseling Center staff, Marquette University Medical Clinic staff, or ordained ministers in their pastoral role. Therefore, the coaches and staff at Marquette have a duty to report incidents of sexual misconduct.
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4. The University of Nebraska – Lincoln

University policy indicates that not all university employees are designated as responsible employees, and in fact, most university faculty and staff members are not responsible employees.21 However, the University has an expansive list of positions who are classified as responsible employees and who are required to take action or report incidents of sexual misconduct.22 The University deems the following employees of the athletic department as responsible employees: Athletic Director, Senior Associate Athletic Directors, Associate Athletic Directors, Senior Management Team, Directors of Operations, Assistant Directors of Operations, Sport Administrators, Human Resources Director, Human Resource Generalists, Title IX Liaisons, Head Coaches, Assistant Coaches, Associate Coaches, Volunteer Coaches, Strength Coaches, Life Skills Coordinators, Academic Counselors, Athletic Trainers, Compliance Office Staff, Equipment Manager, Sports Nutrition Staff, and Recruiting Staff.23 Thus, coaches at Nebraska are in fact responsible employees and they do have a duty under federal law to report any violations.

5. Michigan Tech, University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee, University of Texas, Indiana University, and University of North Carolina

Michigan Tech considers athletics and recreation staff as responsible employees per their Title IX policy.24 Milwaukee’s Title IX policy labels 16 positions as being responsible employees – included in these positions are athletic department coaches and administrative staff.25 Per Texas’s “Responsible Employee Resource Guide,” a responsible employee does encompass coaches.26 Indiana labels “all coaches and other athletic staff that interact directly with students” as responsible employees.27 North Carolina also lists coaches as a responsible employee.28 Therefore, Michigan Tech,
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Milwaukee, Texas, Indiana, and North Carolina coaches all have an obligation to report Title IX violations.

III. BAYLOR UNIVERSITY SCANDAL

The scandal that unfolded at Baylor was a direct result of a lack of having a definitive Title IX structure in place. The Athletic Department had free roam to govern itself, promoting a culture that deeply impacted female students in the most negative manner. Specifically, this culture was allegedly cultivated during Art Briles tenure as head football coach at Baylor. He allegedly allowed the football program to leave Baylor in a state of Title IX turmoil.

From top to bottom, Baylor failed its students. Baylor lacked any formal resources in supporting Title IX implementation and enforcement. University administrators acted independently, having little uniformity in decisions regarding sexual violence claims. In many instances, athletic department employees actively engaged in withholding claims from other University officials. These employees failed to report misconduct by student athletes, which then promoted the culture that football was “above the law.”

1. Hiring of Briles and the Culture Created

On November 28, 2007, Briles was named the new Baylor head football coach. He was charged with turning around a program, which finished last in the Big 12 the past thirteen of fourteen seasons. Subsequently, Briles hired Colin Shillinglaw as the head of football operations. Baylor as a whole prioritized what Briles brought to the field over the livelihood of its female students who were directly affected by sexual violence committed by Briles’ players off the field.

Briles and his staff brought a number of players to Waco, Texas that were directly involved in numerous sexual violence claims. These players were protected time after time by the Athletic Department and the President of Baylor. Players including Tevin Elliot, Shawn Oakman, and Sam Ukwuachu allegedly committed a number of sexual violence acts during their time at
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Baylor University. All of these players were convicted by a court of a law for some type of sexual violence charge – proving Baylor had failed to act on a number of allegations during these players time at Baylor.

A former student’s lawsuit against Baylor alleged 52 counts of rape, committed by 31 football players between 2011 and 2014. Additionally, there were at least five reported gang rapes, two that were conducted by 10 or more different Baylor football players. This reported sexual violence is directly related to the inaction by athletic personnel.

Throughout Briles’ tenure at Baylor, Baylor administration, campus police, and Waco police were all involved in a lack of transparency involving football player misconduct. It was not until August of 2015, when a Texas Monthly article spelled out a number of alarming allegations and Sam Ukwauchu was convicted of sexual assault by a court of law, did the Board of Regents react. The Board failed to understand why the Office of Judicial Affairs cleared Ukwauchu of any illicit conduct based on the surrounding facts. This prompted the Board to seek an outside independent investigation of the alleged conduct by Pepper Hamilton LLC. Pepper Hamilton is a U.S. based law office with 13 offices and over 400 lawyers across the country. Pepper Hamilton is headquartered in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

2. Pepper Report

At the center of a damaging independent investigation conducted by Pepper, was an absence of Baylor to employ any formal structure in place to enforce Title IX or follow the authority and guidance of the Violence Against Women Reauthorization Act of 2013 (VAWA). Pepper had been hired in the past to investigate sexual assault scandals at universities and colleges across the country including UC Berkeley, the University of North Carolina, Amherst...
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College, and Occidental College. The leading investigators, Gina Maisto Smith and Leslie M. Gomez, are nationally recognized Title IX experts.

A. Overview

The investigation began in August of 2015 and lasted until May of 2016 when the Board was presented with the Pepper Report. Pepper conducted over 65 interviews of personnel and reviewed over one million pieces of data and information. The Report focused on Baylor’s actions between 2012 to 2015. The interviews conducted involved every department associated with Baylor, including: the President’s Office, Judicial Affairs, the Office of General Counsel, the Athletic Department, the football program, and the Baylor University Police Department. Additionally, Pepper looked at the current policies and procedures surrounding Title IX implemented at Baylor and the Judicial Affair investigations.

B. Lack of Structure

The Report found an overwhelming failure to implement any structure pursuant to Title IX within the University related to authority and guidance when dealing with reports of sexual assault and violence. The failure of a collective implementation effort by senior leadership led to the lack of infrastructure encouraged by the Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights regarding Title IX. Before November of 2014, the Report determined that Baylor lacked a proper administrator to oversee Title IX implementation. Instead, Baylor relied on an existing Student Code of Conduct and Civil Rights Policy applied to all employees and students. The Report concluded that the institution failed at every level and Baylor lacked any formal policy, training, or discipline guidance. This created an unsafe culture and community at Baylor.
The Report found the leadership at Baylor lacked any initiative to implement growing industry standards in the application of Title IX. This absence of compliance created a structure that failed to recognize the risks with sexual violence and harassment, the likelihood of occurrence, and the adequacy of existing controls to provide an informed and effective response. Before the hire of Baylor’s first Title IX coordinator in November of 2014, Baylor relied on administrators to handle these responsibilities while simultaneously holding full-time positions. The Report found these individuals lacked essential training, experience, and understanding of what Title IX responsibilities entail. Baylor underestimated the level at which Title IX violations were occurring. Even after the hire of Patty Crawford as the Title IX coordinator, Baylor failed to provide enough resources or support for an efficient implementation of training and education.

C. Handling of Claims

An analysis of sexual assault reports from Baylor’s academic years starting in 2012 until 2015 revealed a lack of traction in any type of judicial process. A majority of reports lacked any kind of investigation or inquiry into the claims. The Report concluded Baylor acted against its own students’ interests and created barriers that discouraged the Title IX process. The investigations that took place were inadequate and unreliable in evaluating whether sexual violence had occurred. Baylor actively engaged in behavior that shifted blame to victims and turned a blind eye to many other factors. If an investigation took place, witnesses were not questioned, evidence was not gathered, and the standard “preponderance of the evidence” was inconsistently used as Baylor usually applied a much greater level of proof.

Even with the lack of structure, the main problem at Baylor was the administration and athletic department employees who actively engaged in behavior that resulted in significant harm to sexual violence complaints. These actions created more of a hostile environment at Baylor instead of solving the
ongoing issues brought to administrators’ attention. Specifically, the actions taken by athletic personnel in implementing Title IX directly promoted the idea that football was lawless. The Report found specific instances where the Athletic Department failed to act after receiving information about sexual assaults committed by football players.

More importantly, football personnel met directly with the victims or the parents of complainants, handling everything internally. These individuals conducted their own investigations and measures of discipline. These football personnel allowed this misconduct to occur and internalized all aspects of the investigation after an act of sexual violence took place. These actions created a hostile environment at Baylor resulting in the failure to protect student safety.

3. Board’s Reaction

The Board spent two-weeks sifting through the Report trying to determine its best course of action for Baylor moving forward. The Board put Athletic Director, Ian McCaw’s, and Briles’ future at the University up for vote. The first vote, 24-6, called for Briles’ suspension with the intent to terminate. The second vote, 26-4, called for McCaw’s resignation. In addition to the Board’s decision on personnel, it planned the implementation of 105 recommendations made in the Report to bring Baylor under compliance with Title IX.

On May 24, 2016, both McCaw and Briles were able to address the Board, answering a question of what to do in the wake of what has happened at Baylor involving sexual violence. After hearing both men speak, the Board recommended McCaw be placed on probation with sanctions, but the motion to reconsider Briles’ future failed overwhelmingly.

On May 26, 2016, the Board released the Findings of Fact to the public, which summarized Baylor’s failure to implement Title IX. The document did
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not name any personnel by name for legal reasons but gave a detailed description of just how bad the situation at Baylor had become. On May 30, 2016, McCaw resigned from his position as Athletic Director with Baylor.

The next question the Board needed to answer was what they would do with Briles. In mid-June of 2016, a settlement was reached, and a joint statement was released:

Both parties acknowledge that there were serious shortcomings in the response to reports of sexual violence by some student-athletes, including deficiencies in University processes and the delegation of disciplinary responsibilities with the football program. Baylor is addressing these shortcomings and making ongoing improvements. Baylor wishes Coach Briles well in his future endeavors. Coach Briles expresses his thanks to the City of Waco, and wishes the Baylor Bears success in the future.

In addition to such an unapologetic admission of fault and hinderance of female student safety, Briles left Baylor with a check for $15.1 million dollars. Ken Starr (“Starr”), the University President who stepped down, was also paid $4.5 million in a similar settlement. Unfortunately for Baylor, it paid the price for not having a reporting structure in place.

4. Aftermath

Baylor’s nightmare did not end after the settlements were finalized and ties with Briles and Starr were severed. The NCAA and the Big 12 were now investigating Baylor. Additionally, Patty Crawford, Baylor’s first Title IX coordinator, resigned only a year into the job, citing accusations of Baylor interfering with her job to investigate. Crawford cited a total of 125 reports of sexual assault and harassment that took place between 2011 and 2015.
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The Big 12 Conference sanctioned Baylor with a multi-million dollar fine on February 8, 2017. These sanctions will withhold a quarter of Baylor’s future revenue, and will be in effect until the Big 12 has determined that Baylor follows Conference bylaws and Title IX regulations. Baylor responded with an intention to fully cooperate with all of the Big 12 requirements to receive annual distributions.

Briles brought a civil suit against Baylor for defamation in December of 2016, which was subsequently dropped in February of 2017 after Baylor released text messages Briles sent while at Baylor. The text messages show Briles knew about the player misconduct incidents and actively engaged in covering those incidents up. After Briles’ suit was dropped, Shillinglaw, the former head of football operations, brought a similar suit against Baylor.

Shillinglaw was fired on May 26, 2016, after Baylor released the “Finding of Facts” to the public. Shillinglaw’s suit was found frivolous by the 170th State District Court in Waco in July of 2017, where summary judgment was granted in favor of Baylor.

By October 1, 2018, the NCAA had finally completed the investigation it began in 2017. Baylor has received formal notice of allegations of lack of institutional control from the NCAA surrounding Briles’ tenure as head coach on or about October 1, 2018. Baylor had 90 days to respond to this notice, then the NCAA would reply within 60 days. A final resolution is expected in 2019 following an NCAA Committee on Infractions hearing.

On March 7, 2019, United States District Court Judge Robert Pitman granted the Plaintiff’s Motion to Compel in the Jane Doe 1, et al. vs. Baylor University, et al. that was filed on June 15, 2016, in the Western District of Texas, U.S. District Court. The Court ruled that Pepper was “to produce all...
The materials requested by Plaintiffs in the subpoena duces tecum issued to Pepper Hamilton on March 24, 2017. The Order stated that “[i]f Pepper Hamilton objects to production of any specific documents, or any objections on jurisdictional grounds,” Pepper had until March 15, 2019 to file such a motion. The Court also reminded the parties that “other than the redactions and omissions approved by the Court for FERPA-protected materials, Pepper Hamilton may not withhold any other materials based on FERPA objections.”

As expected, on March 15, 2019 Pepper filed a motion objecting to the production of documents and for specific relief pursuant to the Court’s Order dated March 7, 2019. Pepper maintains that their representation of Baylor ended in February of 2017 when Attorneys Gina Maisto Smith and Leslie Gomez, “who managed Pepper’s representation of Baylor, resigned as partners of Pepper, joined Cozen [O’Connor LLP], and took the Baylor representation with them.” Further, Pepper maintains that they transferred 25 boxes of documents to Cozen along with exchanging electronic data via a collaboration of Pepper and Cozen’s information technologies’ offices between February of 2017 and March of 2017. As such, Cozen, as counsel for Baylor, is more prepared to produce documents responsive to the subpoena issued nearly two years ago. Further, Pepper concludes that it would be unduly burdensome to rule that Pepper is required to produce documents that are already in the possession of Baylor’s counsel. Judgment on this motion is pending.

IV. Texas A&M University Sexual Misconduct

An event that happened in 2016 triggered outrage throughout the Texas A&M community. When this event was brought to light, current and former Texas A&M students came forward with their stories of surviving sexual assaults and their disappointment with the way the University handled the complaints. Responding to the backlash, Texas A&M has been in the process of reviewing and changing their disciplinary process when it comes to sexual assault.
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1. Hannah Shaw’s Story

In September of 2015, a varsity swimmer, Austin Van Overdam, allegedly sexually assaulted a fellow student, Hannah Shaw. On one night in September 2015, Shaw logged into Tinder looking for a date, and ended up matching with Van Overdam. After some brief conversations, Van Overdam invited Shaw to his on-campus apartment. Once in his apartment, the two wasted no time and started having consensual intercourse. Shaw stated that she was fine with having sex, but she did not agree to anal sex. She told him “no” and tried to pull away but he held her down by her wrists. After both forms of intercourse were completed, Shaw then immediately performed oral sex on Van Overdam. Following the three acts of sex, Shaw asked Van Overdam if she could stay overnight, but he said no. Shaw was upset that Van Overdam would not permit her to stay the night, and she asked for a “goodbye” kiss – Van Overdam again declined.

In April of 2016, Shaw told a doctor on campus about what had happened with her and Van Overdam. “A panel of three faculty members found Van Overdam responsible for sexual abuse. . . .” Van Overdam was to serve a one semester suspension and one probationary semester once he returned to campus. During the time of his suspension, he was redshirted with the swim team. In March of 2018, Shaw realized that Van Overdam was back on the swim team. On June 4, 2018, she wrote an email to the head swimming coach, Joy Holmes, expressing her disappointment in allowing Van Overdam back on the swim team. She received an email back from Lori Williams, a Senior Associate Athletics Director, stating that she recognized Shaw’s “courage and strength” in expressing her concerns, but that the Athletics Department and its
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employees along with the student-athletes fully support and adhere to the administrative processes.\textsuperscript{131} Shaw protested the swimmer’s reinstatement by taking to Twitter.\textsuperscript{132} She tweeted screen shots of emails she received from the University Athletics’ Administrator, as well as an email she received from the Texas A&M itself regarding the disciplinary proceeding.\textsuperscript{133}

In June of 2018, Van Overdam sued Texas A&M in federal court for the handling of his case.\textsuperscript{134} He alleges that Texas A&M used “illegal bias against male students.”\textsuperscript{135} Van Overdam’s attorney states that Van Overdam was “wrongfully disciplined” and is “striking back.”\textsuperscript{136} His attorney states that Texas A&M only sided with Shaw because they were pressured by the Department of Education and feared losing federal funding.\textsuperscript{137}

Since Shaw’s initial tweet, several current and former Texas A&M students took to social media to share their stories as sexual assault survivors using the hashtag “#MeTooTAMU.”\textsuperscript{138} Many of the woman coming forward after Shaw’s viral tweet expressed their disappointment with Texas A&M’s lax procedures for disciplining students who have been accused of sexual assault.\textsuperscript{139}

\textbf{2. Megan Romere’s Story}

Megan Romere’s story appeared after Shaw’s tweets regarding her frustration with allowing the man who sexually assaulted her back on the swim team. In October of 2016, Romere, worked as a tutor in Texas A&M’s athletic department.\textsuperscript{140} While tutoring Kirk Merritt, a wide receiver for Texas A&M football team, Romere looked up and saw that Merritt had his hand down his pants.\textsuperscript{141} “The head of his penis was exposed and he was rubbing it and mumbling while looking at his phone.”\textsuperscript{142} “That night, [Romere] reported the incident to her supervisor.”\textsuperscript{143} The following day, Romere learned Merritt had done something similar to another tutor; however, he did not expose himself to that tutor.\textsuperscript{144}
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Romere sought action from the Student Affairs Conduct Panel.\textsuperscript{145} Merritt argued that “he had a bad case of ‘jock itch,’ and that he had shaved his pubic hair, which led to itching. The panel believed Merritt and found him not responsible for the charge of sexual exploitation.”\textsuperscript{146} Romere appealed the decision of the panel.\textsuperscript{147} On January 19, 2017, the morning of the appeal hearing, officials explained that “they were downgrading Merritt’s charge from sexual exploitation to disorderly conduct.”\textsuperscript{148} This ultimately reclassified Romere from a victim to a witness.\textsuperscript{149} In the hearing, “Merritt accepted responsibility for both counts of disorderly conduct.”\textsuperscript{150} “He was reinstated to the football team on February 1, [2017].”\textsuperscript{151}

Romere believes the University lowered the charge so Merritt could continue playing football.\textsuperscript{152} Romere’s father, Bill Romere, posted on Facebook his frustration with how Texas A&M handled the incident, and a reporter picked up the story from his Facebook post.\textsuperscript{153} After the story was published, Texas A&M “dismissed Merritt from the football team and he lost his scholarship.”\textsuperscript{154} “Bill Romere filed a federal complaint in April of 2017, which led to an investigation.”\textsuperscript{155} Texas A&M agreed to revise its student code of conduct to ensure that indecent exposure is treated as seriously as other types of sexual harassment.”\textsuperscript{156} Romere stated: “I thought the university was going to come out on my side, . . . but they only cared about winning.”\textsuperscript{157} Romere and other women who want change from Texas A&M have launched a website called Twelfth Woman.\textsuperscript{158}

3. Texas A&M’s Sexual Misconduct Policy

After the wave of backlash stemming from Shaw’s viral tweets, Texas A&M overhauled their sexual misconduct policy. In late June of 2018, Michael Young, Texas A&M’s President, asked a law firm to review the University’s investigative procedures, sensitivity to trauma, best practices in advocacy, and
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sanctions. Texas A&M also convened an internal panel to review their practices. On July 2, 2018, Texas A&M’s President provided an update regarding plans to improve the way the University addressed sexual assault. On August 20, 2018, President Young, announced eleven actions to be implemented immediately. The approved action plan is as follows:

1. New approved sanctioning model for students – this will allow individuals – complainants and respondents and others – to see and know exactly the range of sanctions per violation type and severity if found responsible
2. New guidelines for representing the university in extracurricular activities – states that participating in extracurricular activities is a privilege
3. Dean of Students decides interim restrictions – the Dean of Students – not a coach, determines restrictions for participation between report intake and hearing
4. The decision for eligibility to return to extracurricular activities is made at the investigation hearing, not upon return from suspension
5. Update a centralized Title IX omnibus site, to and from which all resources flow
6. Enhance and empower Title IX office, redefining role, resources and authority
7. Hire four additional positions
8. Assign one-on-one case managers to assist students throughout the process
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In response to the backlash from students and the #MeToo movement, Texas A&M took steps to help protect victims of sexual assault by overhauling their sexual misconduct guidelines and procedures. Although it took the disappointment and outrage of many former and current students regarding Texas A&M’s policies, Texas A&M is on the right path to be advocates for victims of sexual assault and misconduct.

V. BAYLOR CLAUSE

In the wake of Baylor’s situation reaching national media attention, universities across the country have become more active in addressing the specifics of reporting sexual assaults on campus. Because Baylor lacked any formal contractual language between itself and Briles, requiring reporting sexual violence claims to other authorities in the University, Baylor’s Athletic Department became solely responsible for the scandal.

Other universities have learned from Baylor and made corrections to their policies and coaching contracts. Universities across the country are making sure that policies map out a clear understanding of what is prohibited and how reports should be handled. Secondly, the addition of contractual language requiring coaches to report any incidents of sexual violence to other university officials and administrators creates proper channels for reporting all potential incidents. Universities have gone a step further implementing clauses for termination with cause upon the discovery of the inaction of reporting. Specifically, this type of clause is supposed to prevent coaches from keeping quiet about details regarding players, coaches, and other administrative employee misconduct. This new type of clause in coaching contracts across the country is now known as the “Baylor Clause.”
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VI. RECENT CONTRACT TRENDS

As the situation at Baylor became more prevalent outside of Waco, Texas, more universities began to add contractual provisions requiring an affirmative duty to report claims of sexual misconduct. In particular, head football coaching contracts began to include Baylor Clauses, requiring a duty to report any claims of sexual violence to the appropriate Title IX personnel. Below is an examination of some coaching contracts from various colleges and universities across the country. These contracts can be broken into two categories: clauses requiring reporting and clauses requiring termination if there is a failure to report. Under a clause requiring reporting, a coach must report any claim of sexual misconduct. However, there is no specific clause in the contract requiring the university to terminate the coach if the coach fails to report the misconduct. On the other hand, clauses requiring termination add a “just cause” element, which allows the university to terminate the coach for cause if the coach fails to report the sexual misconduct to the appropriate university designee.

1. University of Maryland

On December 3, 2015, D.J. Durkin and Maryland reached an agreement for Durkin to become the head football coach at Maryland.174 This agreement included one of the first Baylor Clauses implemented in college football. Specifically, Paragraph 5 of the contract requires Durkin to abide by Maryland Family Law, and a policy on Reporting Suspected Child abuse.175 Durkin’s contract requires the reporting of any abuse or sexual misconduct to the local department of social service or law enforcement, and to the President of Maryland, or his designee, the Chief of Campus Police.176 Additionally, Durkin must follow the University’s Sexual Misconduct Policy as a “Responsible University Employee.”177 This policy requires “[Durkin] to promptly report any sexual misconduct that comes to his attention to the University’s Office of Civil Rights and Sexual Misconduct.”178

Durkin’s contract with Maryland details in Paragraph 12, “Termination,” what constitutes termination for “Cause.”179 For this process to commence, the Athletic Director must first provide Durkin with a written notice and must accord Durkin with an opportunity to be heard at a meeting with the AD.180 The
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AD does have the final decision regarding termination. A subsection of Paragraph 12 defines “Cause” as, “failure to substantially fulfill the material duties and obligations established in the Agreement . . . .” Here, Durkin must follow Paragraph 5 of his contract, where his Baylor Clause lays out as his obligations to report abuse or sexual misconduct. If he fails to report, he risks termination for cause.

2. University of Illinois

Lovie Smith and Illinois reached an Employment Agreement on September 8, 2016. In this Agreement, Section 3.2, Duties and Responsibilities, states as follows:

[Smith] will use best efforts to comply with and implement all applicable standards and requirements of the University, the Football Program, and the Governing Rules, including, . . . cooperating with the University in conducting background checks before hiring new employees, promoting an environment committed to diversity and inclusivity, and immediately and properly reporting information related to sexual assault or abuse.

This clause is another example of a Baylor Clause that requires any and all sexual violence information to be reported immediately to the proper authorities at Illinois.

Smith’s contract Section 5.2, Termination for Cause, gives Illinois the right to terminate Smith’s employment as head coach in the event of a breach of contract. Specifically, under Section 5.2(d) for cause termination can occur when, “[a] substantial failure to perform responsibilities under the Employment Agreement following a written notice from the Athletic Director specifying such failure and providing, where practicable, a ten (10) day opportunity to cure such failure.” Additionally, Section 5.2(e) prohibits, “[m]aterial fraud or dishonesty of the Head Coach in the performance of his duties or
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responsibilities.” Both of these sections can be applied to Lovie Smith’s duty to report any sexual violence claims under Section 3.2, with a failure to report leading to termination for cause.

3. University of California-Los Angeles

Chip Kelly signed a new contract as Head Football Coach for UCLA on November 24, 2017. The Baylor Clause in his contract requires Kelly to be a “Responsible Employee” under Title IX. Specifically, Kelly must report to UCLA’s Title IX officer if he becomes aware of any student who has experienced sexual violence, harassment, or any behavior prohibited by UCLA. Even if untrue or if he is not sure what to believe, Kelly must report to the Title IX office. Additionally, the clause prohibits Kelly from investigating or intervening in the issue at hand. Kelly is also subject to the University of California Policy on Sexual Harassment and Sexual Violence pursuant to Paragraph 6 of his contract.

Kelly’s contract does include a nine-million-dollar buyout option if UCLA does not find cause for termination during his first 4 years of employment. If Kelly breaches his “Responsible Employee” requirement, the University will have cause for termination, avoiding the buyout fee. Paragraph 10 of Kelly’s contract lays out both Discipline and Termination for Cause. Paragraph 10(a) gives UCLA the right to terminate with cause any, “[m]aterial breach of any provision of this contract, as determined by the University, . . . [including] material failure by Coach to perform, Coach’s duties. . . .” Additionally, termination for cause under Paragraph 10(e) prohibits “[a] violation by Coach of any legislation, policy, rule, standard or procedure of University, or any applicable law or regulation, or a failure by Coach to report the violation of any of the foregoing by any member of Football assistant coaches and staff or any student athlete.” Thus, Kelly could face termination for cause for a lack of reporting any sexual violence claims to Title IX personnel at UCLA.
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Chris Ash (“Ash”) entered into an agreement with Rutgers to be Rutgers head football coach effective December 7, 2015. Under his contract duties, specifically Section IV(F), Ash “….shall diligently seek to observe and uphold all academic standards, requirements and policies of the University and Athletics in conjunction with the Office of Student-Athlete Academic Support Services . . . .” Under the compliance section of Ash’s contract, he “shall be subject to all University regulations, policies and procedures and legal requirements generally applicable to other non-aligned employees, including ethical standards and conflict of interest requirements.” Ash is also required “to comply with all federal, state and local laws, and know and comply with the rules, regulations, policies, principles, ethical standards, and requirements . . . of the University.” Under this contract, Ash shall:

immediately report to the Director and Athletics’ Office of NCAA Compliance . . . in writing, if [Ash] has reasonable cause to believe that any person or entity, including without limitation, representatives of the University’s athletic interests, has violated or is likely to violate or may potentially have violated any of the Rules.

The University may impose discipline upon Ash under Section IX(A)(1), up to and including termination of employment if after giving [him] written notice and an opportunity to meet with the Director within two days of such notice, for: . . . (vii) a material, intentional, multiple, or repetitive violation of University rules, regulations, policies, or directives . . . . [W]hether conduct is “material” will depend on the following, among other things: the nature of the conduct; the nature of the rules, regulations or policies in question; or the existence of one or more prior instances of any of the foregoing conduct, without regard to materiality.
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5. Indiana University

Thomas Allen (“Allen”) entered into an employment contract with Indiana on January 8, 2017 to become Indiana’s head football coach.206 Pursuant to this contract, Indiana may terminate Allen’s employment for cause if:

[a]ny significant, knowing, or repetitive violation by [Allen] of any obligations, duties or responsibilities outlined in [this Agreement,] or any refusal or unwillingness to perform any of such obligations, duties, or responsibilities in good faith and to the best of [Allen]’s abilities; . . . [a]ny fraud or dishonesty of [Allen] in the performance of any of his obligations, duties, or responsibilities under this Agreement; . . . [a]ny conduct, including acts or omissions, that misleads the University or the Director of Athletics about any material matters related to the football program, including matters related to [Allen], any assistant coaches or other staff members or any student-athletes . . . .207

Under Allen’s contract duties there is no explicit requirement to report Title IX violations. However, Allen’s duties include “work[ing] within and support[ing] the rules, regulations, guidelines, and policies of the Athletic Department.”208

6. University of Alabama

Nick Saban (“Saban”) and Alabama extended Saban’s head football coach contract on or around February 1, 2013.209 Under Article 5.01(b)(9), the University shall have the right to terminate Saban’s contract for cause for:

[f]ailure by to promptly report to University’s Title IX Coordinator any violation or allegation of a violation of the University’s Sexual Misconduct Policy that [Saban] is aware of or has reasonable cause to believe is taking place or may have taken place that involve any student, faculty, or staff or that is in connection with a University sponsored activity or event.210
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Jimbo Fisher (“Fisher”) and Texas A&M reached an agreement in December 2017 for Fisher to become Texas A&M’s next head football coach. Under Fisher’s duties, specifically Section 2.4 of his contract, Fisher “shall engage in fair, safe and responsible treatment of student-athletes . . . and will avoid behavior that jeopardizes a student-athlete’s health, safety, or welfare.” Also, he shall “ensure that the coaches and staff under his supervision also conduct themselves in such a manner.”

Under Section 5.1(e), the University can either suspend Fisher for a period of time without pay or terminate Fisher’s employment for cause if Fisher fails to promptly report to the University’s Title IX Coordinator or the Athletic Department’s Senior Woman Administrator, or law enforcement in the case of an emergency situation, any information [Fisher] knows relating to alleged or suspected illegal gender discrimination, sexual harassment, sexual assault, sexual exploitation, intimate partner violence, stalking and/or related retaliation.

Major Applewhite and Houston have an almost identical Title IX clause to that in the contract extension between Ohio State and Urban Meyer. The clause centers around the failure to promptly report and the penalties associated with such failure. Specifically, Applewhite’s contract reads as follows:

[Applewhite] shall not . . . [f]ail to promptly report to the University’s Title IX Coordinator any known violations of the UH System Sexual Misconduct Policy . . . that involve any student, faculty, or staff, or that is in connection with a university-sponsored event . . . For purposes of this Section 4.2.8, a “know violation” shall mean a violation or an allegation
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of a violation of Title IX that Coach is aware of or has reasonable cause to believe is taking place or may have taken place . . . .

When Applewhite replaced Tom Herman as head coach of the football team, Houston sought to include a Baylor Clause following the growing trend in college athletics. Herman’s previous contract did not include such a clause regarding reporting requirements. Attorney Robert Lattinville, who represents a number of NCAA clients, expects every head football coach at a Power Five university to have a Baylor Clause in their contract in the next few years.

9. University of Louisville

In March of 2018, Chris Mack was chosen as the new head basketball coach for the University of Louisville. Section 4, Compliance With Applicable Rules, of Mack’s draft Employment Agreement states, in part, as follows:

In performing his duties under this Agreement, [Mack] shall be familiar with, shall adhere to, and shall promote within the Program an atmosphere of compliance with, all applicable Governing Body Requirements. In addition, [Mack] shall adhere to all applicable policies, procedures, rules and/or regulations of the Employer and/or the University, as in effect from time to time (including, but not limited to, University policies, procedures, rules, and/or regulations adopted for purposes of compliance with Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (“Title IX”), the Violence Against Women Act’s amendments to the Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act, and/or any similar state or local law (“Title IX Policies”)). [Mack] shall use his best efforts in good faith to cause all Team members, Employer and/or University personnel whom he is responsible for supervising (directly or indirectly), and
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representatives of the University’s athletics interests to comply with all applicable Governing Body Requirements and Employer and/or University policies, procedures, rules, and/or regulations.222

Section 4(c), Reporting, further obligates Mack to duties with respect to responsible employees:

In addition, [Mack] acknowledges that for purposes of Title IX he is a “responsible employee”; consequently, without limiting [Mack]’s reporting obligations under other Employer and/or University policies, procedures, rules, and/or regulations, if [Mack] shall become aware of any fact, occurrence, circumstance or state of affairs that he is obligated to report pursuant to the Title IX Policies, he shall immediately and directly report such information to the University’s Title IX Coordinator. If [Mack] shall become aware of any fact, occurrence, circumstance or state of affairs that would cause a reasonable person to suspect a possible violation of any other Employer or University policy, procedure, rule, and/or regulation, [Mack] shall immediately report such to the University’s Vice President for Enterprise Risk Management Audit, and Compliance.223

Failure for reporting has consequences for Mack as outlined in Section 17(c)(iv), Termination for Cause:

material breach of any Title IX Policy by [Mack], it being understood that the foregoing shall not limit the Employer’s right to terminate this Agreement for Cause pursuant to Section 17(c)(i) based upon violations of other Employer or University policies, procedures, rules and/or regulations, or where the underlying conduct otherwise constitutes Cause under this Section 17(c)) . . .224

There is a clear shift in collegiate football regarding coaching contract provisions. This is the “new norm” after major incidents have occurred,
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including Michigan State/Larry Nassar, and Penn State/Jerry Sandusky. It is only a matter of time before a court of law catches up to the ideology behind Baylor Clauses, administrators and coaches must have a moral and contractual obligation in reporting sexual misconduct claims. Aaron Swerdlow, a sports lawyer in California, stated that “[e]very college coach that I work with now should expect some version” of a Baylor Clause. “[T]here’s a growing trend among universities to protect [institutions] from misconduct by coaches beyond breaking the law or NCAA rules, said Gabe Feldman, director of Tulane University’s sports law program.”

10. Clemson University

On May 1, 2019, William C. (Dabo) Swinney and the Clemson University Board of Trustees Compensation Committee entered into a Term Sheet for what later became the Third Amendment to Swinney’s Employment Agreement as Head Football Coach. After winning the 2018 CFP National Championship Game, Clemson awarded Swinney with a ten year contract worth $93 million, the richest contract ever to date for a college football coach. Money wasn’t the only focus of the term sheet. Swinney’s new contract will require him to refrain from the commission of emotional or physical abuse. We believe this is one of the first clauses in college coaching contracts prohibiting this type of behavior.

Description of [Swinney]’s duties (Section 2(b) of the Employment Agreement) to be amended to include the following:

(xiv) Engaging in (and using his best efforts to ensure that every person under [Swinney]’s direct or indirect supervision is engaging in) safe and responsible treatment of student athletes on the Team. Coach shall refrain from any act or omission (including but not limited to physical and/or emotional abuse
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of student athletes) that creates, or could reasonably be expected to create, an unreasonable risk of harm to a student athlete. Without limiting the preceding sentence, Coach shall comply with any and all applicable University Requirements pertaining to medical clearance for participation, including deferring to University sports medicine personnel in accordance with University Requirements.231

Swinney’s new contract will also include a Baylor clause:

Description of [Swinney]’s reporting and compliance obligations (Section 4 of the Employment Agreement) to be amended to include the following:

(c) [Swinney] shall adhere to all University Requirements adopted for purposes of compliance with Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, the Violence Against Women Act’s amendments to the Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act, and/or any similar state or local law (collectively, “Title IX Policies”). Without limiting the preceding sentence, [Swinney] shall specifically adhere to all reporting obligations under Title IX Policies, pursuant to which he must report matters immediately and directly to the University’s Title IX Coordinator as required by the Title IX Policies.232

Swinney could get fired for failure to report and/or in sanctioned conduct:

Termination for Cause provision (Section 18(c) of the Employment Agreement) to be amended to, consistent with amendments to NCAA legislation and other applicable regulations, including the following: . . .

(x) material breach of any Title IX Policy by [Swinney] (it being understood that the foregoing shall not limit the University’s right to terminate this Agreement for Cause based
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upon violations of other University Requirements otherwise constituting Cause under this Section [18(c)];
(x) failure by [Swinney] to engage in (and/or to use his best efforts to ensure that personnel under [Swinney]’s direct or indirect supervision engage in) safe and responsible treatment of student athletes on the Team, including without limitation failure to comply with any University Requirement pertaining to medical clearance for participation, or any other act or omission (including but not limited to physical and/or emotional abuse of student athletes) that creates, or could reasonably be expected to create, an unreasonable risk of harm to a student athlete . . . 233

VII. OHIO STATE DILEMMA

In April of 2018, “Ohio State announced that its [Board of Trustees] had approved a two-year contract extension for Urban Meyer,” resulting in his pay totaling $7.6 million for the next year.234 The new contract included a raise, with Meyer receiving a $1.2 million dollar increase from the 2017 season, and an $800,000 raise from what he was scheduled to make the following year.235 However, the contractual extension was not all about the money – Ohio State implemented a Baylor Clause in Meyer’s contract.236 Specifically, Section 4.1(e) states as follows:

[Meyer] shall promptly report to Ohio State’s Deputy Title IX Coordination for Athletics any known violations of Ohio State’s Sexual Misconduct Policy (including, but not limited to sexual harassment, sexual assault, sexual exploitation, intimate violence and stalking) that involve any student, faculty, or staff or that is in connection with a university sponsored activity or event. If Ohio State’s Deputy Title IX Coordinator for Athletics is not available, then [Meyer] shall make such report promptly to Ohio State’s Title IX Coordinator. Any emergency situation shall be immediately reported to 911 and/or law enforcement. For Purposes of this Section 4.1 (e), a “known violation” shall
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mean a violation or an allegation of a violation of Title IX that [Meyer] is aware of or has reasonable cause to believe is taking place or may be taken place.237

The lack of reporting a known situation by Meyer shall be means for termination with cause according to Section 5.1 which allows Ohio State to remove Meyer from the position without risking the payment of liquidated damages.238 This clause is becoming the new standard in today’s world of collegiate head coaches, furthering universities efforts to comply with Title IX and stay ahead of sexual violence on campuses. Ironically, Meyer was directly involved in a situation only a few months later, where this clause came into play, leaving Ohio State’s Board of Trustees in a precarious situation in determining Meyer’s future at the University.

On August 1, 2018, Meyer was placed on administrative leave by Ohio State and an investigation was launched into the circumstances surrounding the termination of Zach Smith.239 Ohio State focused on what information Meyer was aware of, and how contractually he should have reacted. An extensive report of findings was conducted by Mary Jo White, a litigation partner and Senior Chair of Debevoise & Plimpton LLP, and David Sarratt, her partner.240 The investigation conducted over forty witness interviews and reviewed over 60,000 electronic documents.241 Additionally, 10,000 pages of text messages were reviewed from Meyer’s phone.242 Below is a series of facts associated with the situation between Smith, Meyer, Athletic Director Gene Smith, and Ohio State University.

1. Ohio State’s Independent Investigation Findings

From 2009 through 2018, when Smith was fired from Ohio State, he was involved in a number of potentially unethical behaviors.243 The first instance was in 2009, where Smith was arrested for aggravated battery against his pregnant wife, Courtney Smith.244 Charges were eventually dropped, but Meyer knew of this incident as they were both working at the University of Florida at
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the time. In 2011, Meyer hired Smith as an assistant coach at Ohio State after Smith passed a background check. In 2013, Smith was arrested for operating a vehicle while impaired, but neither Meyer nor Gene Smith were aware of this incident.

In May of 2014, Smith ran up a $600 tab at a Miami strip club while on a recruiting trip for Ohio State. Once Meyer found out about this incident, Meyer reprimanded Smith and “revised the 2014 Coaches’ Manual to include a ‘morality clause’ instructing staff to ‘[a]void strip clubs or venues . . . .’” In October of 2015, the Title IX Coordinator at the time, Michelle Willis (“Willis”), was informed of an ongoing investigation of Smith by the Powell Police Department for a domestic violence offense. Willis notified Gene Smith, who relayed this information to Meyer. Gene Smith and Meyer met with Smith and told him that any formal charges would lead to his direct termination from the University. In June of 2016, Smith was admitted to a drug treatment facility on the advice of medical professionals and Meyer.

On May 12, 2018, Smith was charged with criminal trespass after returning to Courtney Smith’s residence. Meyer and Gene Smith were not made aware of this misdemeanor citation until July 20, 2018, when a civil protection order was issued against Smith, who was viewed as an immediate threat of committing domestic violence against Courtney Smith, and it was reported on social media. Finally, on July 23, 2018, Meyer and Gene Smith contacted Smith and informed him of his termination from Ohio State University.

On July 24, 2018, Meyer held his annual press conference at Big Ten Media Days. Meyer was asked questions about what he knew regarding Smith and the two arrests reported on social media. Meyer stated,

I can’t say that didn’t happen because I wasn’t there. I was never told about anything, never anything came to light. I’ve never had a conversation about it. . . . First I heard about that
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was last night . . . people back at the office . . . said they know nothing about it.259

Both Gene Smith and Head of Football Operations Brian Voltolini260 knew Meyer was aware of an open records law investigation into Smith that began in 2015.261 Additionally, Meyer and Voltolini had a conversation following these reports about how to delete text messages older than one year.262 Subsequently, Meyer was placed on administrative leave by Gene Smith and the investigation began.263

On August 22, 2018, the investigation concluded, and the findings were presented to Ohio State’s Board of Trustees.264 This meeting lasted over eleven hours.265 The Board decided to suspend Meyer for three games without pay.266 He was also suspended from any on-field operations until after week one, at which point he could coach practices but could not be at the following two games.267 Additionally, Gene Smith was suspended from August 31, 2018 through September 16, 2018.268

2. Analysis

The conclusion of the factual findings conducted by the independent investigators found “potential violations of law, Ohio State policies and rules and contractual obligations” by Meyer and Gene Smith.269 With regards to Meyer’s employment contract, Section 4.1 states, Urban had a duty to “immediately report to the [Athletic Director] and to the Department’s Office of Compliance Services in writing if any person . . . ha[d] violated or [was] likely to violate or may potentially have violated any [applicable] laws.”270 Meyer maintained his understanding of the reporting procedures only applied
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when actual charges were filed. Meyer had no duty to report Smith’s 2009 domestic violence incident. Meyer and Gene Smith heavily valued criminal charges and formal arrests when considering the responsibilities of reporting any such misconduct violations by Smith. Meyer was found to genuinely believe if the athletic director reported Smith’s conduct to him, there was nothing further to do. Since Gene Smith was Meyer’s superior, the duty to report was already established in a down sloping manner. This is not the case, as Meyer, pursuant to his contract, must “immediately report to the [Athletic Director] and to the Department’s Office of Compliance Services. . . .” This type of reporting helps avoid the internalization of issues which hampered Baylor University, among others.

Additionally, Gene Smith had similar reporting duties under his contract. He was responsible for the immediate relay of information to both the Department’s Office of Athletic Compliance and the Office of University Compliance and Integrity. Gene Smith relied on a similar approach as Meyer. Without a formal criminal charge or arrest, Gene Smith and Meyer believed the duty to report to other structures in the school did not exist.

The report offers another analysis of why Meyer is responsible for his conduct surrounding both Big Ten Media Days and his conduct in the days after. The investigation cites Sections 1.5 and 5.1 of Meyer’s contract required Meyer to hold himself in “high moral, ethical, and academic standards of Ohio State and its Department of Athletics.” Section 5.1 focused on reasons for termination for cause associated with Meyer’s conduct as Ohio State football head coach. This Section states, termination for cause is permitted based on bringing

Ohio State into public disrepute, embarrassment, contempt, scandal, or ridicule or failure by [Meyer] to conform [his] personal conduct to conventional and contemporary standards
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of good citizenship . . . reflecting unfavorably upon Ohio State’s reputation and overall primary mission and objectives, including but not limited to, acts of dishonesty [or] misrepresentation . . . .284

When both clauses are combined and analyzed in relation to Meyer’s conduct before and after Big Ten Media Days, it is apparent that Ohio State could have found cause for termination. The Independent Report did not go as far as this reasoning but concluded that Meyer’s comments on Big Ten Media Days were not logical.285 Meyer was in direct contact with Gene Smith and other officials after the termination of Smith earlier that day.286 The conversation that followed mapped out how Meyer was going to handle media questions surrounding Smith’s firing.287 Come Media Days, Meyer did not follow the plan and potentially misrepresented to the media his knowledge of both the 2009 and 2015 incidents of domestic violence.288 He made misstatements directly to the media and put Ohio State in a “state of media investigation” contrary to Meyer’s contractual obligations.289

The investigation does not go into much detail about this direct violation of contractual obligations, but instead gives information regarding the circumstances surrounding why Meyer decided against the agreed upon statements to be made.290 The investigation stated, “Meyer was deeply absorbed in football season and wanted to focus on football at Big Ten Media Days.”291 Additionally, they cited Meyer’s memory problems that are a byproduct of medication he takes periodically.292

Further, the investigation found Meyer did not want to put Smith’s personal life into the public eye, and that Meyer “did not want to be wrong” about any facts associated with Smith.293 Another piece of evidence of importance was the conversation Meyer had with Voltolini regarding the deletion of text messages.294 This type of conversation was deemed a “consciousness of guilt” by the investigators, but it is unclear whether Meyer had to actively change settings to delete conversations from over a year old.295
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The investigation concluded that Meyer “misstated his lack of knowledge of all relevant events regarding alleged domestic violence by [Smith] in 2015.” The investigation could not conclude that this was intentional, and the reasoning behind the statements made at Media Days were complex. Importantly, the investigation did call into question the process that Ohio State applied through its policies and procedures related to potential incidents of domestic violence and sexual misconduct. The understanding inside Ohio State’s Athletic Department was without an official arrest or charge filed, the duty to report alleged misconduct was not required. The investigation acknowledged that Meyer and Gene Smith share in the commitment to respect women. The lack of belief that Courtney Smith was telling the truth regarding Smith’s conduct was upsetting, and the disbelief shared by both Meyer and Gene Smith should not be the first thought by a head coach or athletic director.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Regardless of the announcement regarding Meyer’s retirement and subsequent plans to remain at Ohio State in an administrative role, questions need to be asked about both his integrity and the integrity of Ohio State. Throughout this controversy, Meyer maintained his stance free from fault and waited until after his suspension was announced to tweet an apology to Courtney Smith. Now, after the 2018 college football season has ended, Meyer is rewarded for his service as head coach with an assistant athletic director position at Ohio State. On top of this perk-filled position, Meyer will begin teaching a class on leadership during the spring semester.

Meyer’s decision on retirement was based on a number of factors, citing the impact of a lengthy suspension to start the 2018 season, the strength of the Buckeyes’ football program, and personal health. Now, any retirement based on...
on personal health reasons should be taken at face value. Meyer has cited health concerns over the years and should take a step back to maintain his health. With this being said, to cite the impact of the suspension he received from the University as a factor in deciding retirement is just ludicrous. This statement screams the point that Meyer truly does not understand why exactly he was suspended or how lucky he was to keep his job in the fall. Meyer throughout the fall seemed to think the suspension was unfair to him and his actions regarding Smith were acceptable given his knowledge on the situation.

From the Independent Investigation’s findings, it is safe to conclude that Meyer knew of the first reported incident in 2009 while Meyer and Smith worked for the University of Florida. For nine years, Meyer had to have an inkling of who Smith was as a man. Instead, Meyer got caught in “no man’s land” during Big Ten Media Days and completely misstated his knowledge surrounding Smith and the domestic abuse allegations. The fact that Meyer got to keep his job, retire under his own terms, and was rewarded with another job is at best questionable. His leadership class should last only one session and be centered around how great leaders are held accountable for their actions. Meyer’s three game suspension was a slap on this wrist, a punishment that simply did not fit the crime.

As egregious as Meyer’s actions were in the grand scheme of things, Ohio State’s are far worse. As the facts became known and the Independent Investigation was completed, Meyer’s job security never really felt threatened. Ohio State could have been brave and set a standard for what will not be tolerated on a college campus. Ohio State could had made a statement by firing Meyer and protecting the interests of females associated with the University. Unfortunately, Ohio State decided to punt at this idea, and instead they gave Meyer a golden parachute.

Ohio State made the safe choice, solely benefitting the football program when it only suspended Meyer. It seems Ohio State was content with keeping an employee around who protected a possible domestic abuser. This speaks volume to the character of the University. When Ohio State rewarded Meyer for his service to the University it took an additional step in the wrong direction. The administrators in Columbus need to understand why the entire country is disappointed in their decisions. Ohio State added a Baylor Clause to Meyer’s contract in April of 2018. Following the incidents at Big Ten Media Days, a “for cause” firing was both appropriate and available for Ohio State, as Meyer’s contract strictly prohibited the conduct that occurred. Instead, a small
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suspension, a new job, and a teaching position regarding leadership were Meyer’s rewards for service at the University.

In the wake of the overwhelming scandal that occurred at Baylor, there is an overarching shift in the standard that collegiate head football coaches are held to. As this shift becomes more apparent, more situations like the one at Ohio State will gain media attention. The question centers on the application of a Baylor Clause, and whether this proactive approach is implemented to cover university liability or to fight a culture on collegiate campuses that promotes a welfare of treating student athletes and athletic personnel above the law. Sadly, Ohio State decided to pass up the chance at becoming the first university to put the winning narrative on show. Only time will tell whether universities can make significant strides to alter the cultural dynamics wherein female students and employees must jump many hurdles before claims of sexual violence are taken seriously.